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A b s tr a c t  * M uon energy spectrum  in the vertical direction has been estim ated from  the 
recent prim ary  cosm ic ray nucleon spectrum  expected  from  the d irec t m easu rem en ts We 
have found that the fit to  the data o f different prim ary elem ental groups viz  p, He, C N O , 
N e-S and Fe favoured  d iffe ren t spectra l ind ices T hese d irec tly  m easu red  p rim ary  m ass 
com position results are precise and all particle primary nucleon spectrum  has been constructed 
usin g  su p e rp o s itio n  m odel fo r the  ca lc u la tio n  o f  the  en e rg y  sp e c tra  o f  the  c o sm ic  ray 
secondaries m the atm osphere w ith Ihe adoption  o f  F eynm an scaling  hypothesis.
Using such primary nucleon spectrum  and the Z-factors from the CERN LEBC -EH S data on 
the L orentz invariant cross section results on p p  —* n*X  and p p  —» K*X  inclusive reactions 
and FNAL data on n*p n xX  reactions for the estim ation o f hadronic energy m om ents duly 
c o rre c te d  for A-A c o llis io n s  th e  m eson  en erg y  sp e c tru m  in the a tm o sp h e re  h av e  been  
ca lcu la ted . T he conven tional m eson atm ospheric  d iffusion  eq uation  is em ployed  here for 
the estim ation  o f  vertical m uon energy spectrum  from  the conventional non-prom pt m eson 
decays.
The derived differential sea level muon energy spectrum  for energies < 1 TeV has been found 
to follow  the pow er law fit o f  the form  Nfi (/: ) -  0 .5 5 E  ' 16 O ur estim ated  vertical m uon 
energy spectrum  has been com pared with the global muon flux data We have also estim ated 
the con tribu tion  o f  pions and kaons separa te ly  to  the total m uon flux and have found that 
ratio o f  the muon spectrum  estim ated from  kaon decay to the m uon spectrum  from  the pion 
decay increases w ith energy.
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1. Introduction
Investigation on high energy cosmic rays is necessary to understand their energy spectrum, 
mass composition and to confirm their arrival direction from astronomical sources.
In general the earth’s atmosphere is opaque to conventional cosmic rays like protons, 
nuclei, electrons and photons but the directly measured particle spectra are available at the top 
of the atmosphere, those have been detected by balloon and satellite borne active and passive
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detector experiments. So the atmosphere may be treated as target for the study of astroparticle 
interactions with low Z nuclei like nitrogen and oxygen nuclei present in the atmosphere to 
estimate the spectral characteristics of the secondary components produced through the 
extensive air showers. Among the shower components high energy muons are unique which 
can give some idea about the hadronic stage of the nucleon cascade f 1 -4], In general secondary 
cosmic-ray spectra in the atmosphere arc dependent on the primary elemental abundance. The 
Fuji Kanbala observation [5] shows the absence of knee of the primary proton spectrum 
beyond lOOOTeV energy. In a recent investigation Mitraetal. [6] have surveyed the elemental 
spectra of primary cosmic rays obtained from JACEE [7], MSU18], SOKOL [9] and CRN [ 10J 
and pointed out that the elemental spectra exhibit different energy spectral indices and can be 
extrapolated for the derivation of secondary muon energy spectra at super high energies. 
Swordy [11] has exhibited that below 1 PcV energy the elemental spectral shapes differ from 
one another with the EAS predictions of Maryland and MIT experiments [12]. Due to the 
scarcity of high energy A-A collision accelerator data and limitation of the nucleon cascade 
formulation till date the derivation of precise spectra of the secondary components emitted by 
primary cosmic rays is an interesting topic of investigation.
Using the primary nucleon spectrum obtained from the directly measured data [7-10, 13- 
lb] we have derived the vertical muon energy spectrum by adopting the formulation (17] for 
energies < 1 TeV generated from the decay of non-prompt mesons which arc the initial air 
shower interaction products initialed by the primary nucleon air collisions. The CERN LEBC- 
EHS [ 18] data for pp collisions and FNAL [ 19] data for np collisions have been considered for 
hadronic energy moments estimation. Pion production by secondary pions have been taken 
into account and the final total muon spectrum from the pp n*X% pp —>K*X and n*p —»7t*X
decays has been compared with the vertical muon spectrum results obtained from the global 
survey of Pal and Bhattacharyya [20].
2* Nuclear physics
The elemental i-th species energy spectra of the primary cosmic rays can be represented by the 
power law fit of the form
the terms Kt and yt arc the spectral amplitudes and integral spectral indices y, of the /-th species, 
respectively. The conventional superposition model [21,22] converts the primary nuclei spectrum 
to the nucleon spectrum by the form
where Af represents the mass number of the /-th elemental species.
The accelerator data on the Lorentz invariant cross-section for the inclusive reactions 
pp tPX, pp IPX and np - » n*X as functions of the Feynman variable x by its /^integrated
invariant form
n){ E ) d E -  KtE (y'+"</£. ( I )
Ni(E)dE = '£j AiKiE~(r‘+')dE = KE~{y+udE, (2)
(3)
where C and n are the fitting parameters.
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The spectrum weighted moments for hadrons in air for the inclusive reactions a + b —> 
c + X can he calculated by using the form
z  = C r ( y ) r ( n  + 1)
a mr(Y  + n + \) ' (4)
where <7m is the inelastic interaction cross-section of the reacting system. Such Z-factors are to 
be corrected for pA and AA collisions by following the procedure of Minorikawa and Mitsui 
[23]. The production spectra of i-mesons in the atmosphere follows the relation :
i (E)dE = \ Z  +Z  1 N ( E) d E .  
V p* pi ) ' (5)
The kinetic equation for the passage of i i7tL,K +) in air at the atmospheric depth y 
follows
S i
~SE
H E)cxp\-y/ A p \
A
p
-( 1 /  A + tf/fy/< ])/(£,yh (6 )
where A/? and A are the interaction mean free path of nucleons and i-mesons in the atmosphere, 
respectively ; //  is the critical energy of i-meson decay ; is the absorption mean free path of 
nucleons in air. The solution to the above stated differential equation for i-mesons generated 
through p p —^ ^ x  inclusive reaction channels considered tor muon flux estimation from 
N-gencrations of the parent mesons by using the procedure used earlier by Bhattacharyya and 
Pal (17]:
Mpi (E) cIE = a tN~',r Dp/(E)ilE, 
where a  is the elasticity, and
(7)
D ^ E )  = Nl(E)Z'l>l" A ia i / X iy
( N - \ ) \
(1 -  A} ! A t )m m(m + I).. .(m + N — 1)10V  ' ' ~ p
4 s
m = 1 !+(/// + N - \ ) R I < / I I t ( 6 )  
/V ( E ) represents the primary elemental spectrum ;
= ■
I —;,.2<y H)
(y + l)( l- /;-  )
R J l + 2) I z A
2<y + h
(y + l) I - r ‘2(y-4 2)
( 8 )
r = (mf + /n‘ )/ (2 mf ); H / { c t l ); H is the scale height of the atmosphere ; and
T arc the mass and life time of i-mesons, viz. for / =  7t*  or A'1, respectively.
In a similar way |3 |, the muon flux at an atmospheric depth y emitted from the first 
generation of pions for N = 1 produced from the inelastic collisions with the atmospheric nuclei 
can be estimated by using the following relation
M'm (E,y) =
X U + 2RXE / H g(6) (9)
The total diffuse muon energy spectrum at a final atmospheric depth v()g -  cm '2 emitted 
from the decay of non-prompt mesons using the form
II)
A/""" (£, y0 )dE = X  M pn(E' vo )dE
N-\
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+I M pK (E' >0 )ctE + Mm (E' -v0 )dE W {E' -V' >0 ) • ( 10)
where W(E, y,y0) represents the survival probability of muons at an atmospheric depth 
y g-cm'2 that should be observed at a depth v0 g-cm'2 with muon energy E whose simplified 
form follows
W ( E , y , y n ) =  ^  E + «x + pE H y0 - y )J (ID
where crand /) arc the energy loss parameters ; first one for ionisation and the other due to the 
pair production, bremmstrahlung and nuclear interactions. The standard energy loss formulation 
for muons follows the form
-  — = a  + j3£. 
dy
( 12)
3. Results and discussion
The primary elemental energy spectra available from direct measurements by using balloon 
and satellite borne active and passive detectors by different groups [7-10, 13-16) have been 
fitted by the power law fits of the form (1) and their fitting spectral amplitudes/( (cnr.s.sr.GcV/ 
nT1 and integral spectral indices are displayed in the Table 1.
Table 1. Calculated values o f  the spectral am plitudes and indices
E le m e n ts A i K f (c irr .s  sr G eV /n) 1 r,
H 1 12216 9 x 10 4 1.68
H e 4 423 97 x 10 4 1 59
C N O 14 26 0 04  x 10 4 1 57
Ne -  Si 28 6 6350  x 10 4 1.57
Fe 5 6 1.5477 x  I0 -4 1.55
Table 1 shows the calculated values of the spectral amplitudes Kt (cm2.s.sr.GeV/nrl 
and indices yj. obtained from the statistical fits to the elemental primary flux data [7-10, 13-16],
Using the relation (2) and the parameters from the Table 1, the all nucleon spectrum at 
the top of the atmosphere has been estimated and it follows the form :
N(E)dE = \A2E~l bbdE |cm 2.s.sr.GeV / n ] '1, 03)
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The derived all nucleon spectrum has been compared in the Figure 1 with the similar 
results found by earlier authors presented by [24-29].
F ig u re  1. The derived all nucleon spectrum  at the top o f  the atm osphere is represented  by 
the full curve and has been com pared with the earlier icsults Curves represent the results. 
1-Volkova e t a l 124] , 2-Prcsent Work , 3-Allkofer et a l [25] , 4-Honda e t a  I |2 6 j , 5-M itsui 
e t a l [27] , 6-A graw al e t a l [28] , 7 -B utkevich  e t a l [29] E xperim ental data . •  JA C EE  
d a ta  [7]
The plot indicates that the present result is well in accord with the earlier result expected 
from the DEIS magnetic spectrograph muon flux result |24|. The extrapolated result is supported 
by JACEE data 17].
Using the relation (2)-(4) along with the spectrum (with integral spectral index y = 1.66) 
weighted moments 7fn for inclusive reactionspp —» F X have been calculated from the CERN
118] and FNAL [191 data are dulv corrected by adopting the procedure of Minorikawa and 
Mitsui [23] and arc displayed in the Table 2.
T ab ic  2. Param etric values o f Ihe filling constants C and n o f the relation H )
P ro je c tile m eson C n Z PH R ef
P n* 22 8 3 08 7 !>n = 0 05014 CERN  data [18]
P r r 28 89 5 .3 5 z !'* = 0 0 3 1 8 9 CERN  data [18]
P K+ 2 79 4 .3 4 z  4l>K = 0 .00405 CERN data [ !8 |
P K 2 .5 2 6 .5 3 z l>K = 0 .00212 CERN  data [18 |
n + K+ 15 54 1 495 z  + ,n n = 0 11535 FN A L data [19]
n* n 13 88 3 .5 6 Z n n = 0 0 4 1 0 0 FN A L data [19]
n 13.25 3 75 z  .n n = 0.0367 FN A L data [19]
n n 14 .46 1 515 z  tn n = 0 1134 FN A L data [19]
ThepT integrated Lorentz invariant cross section CERN LEBC EHS data [ 18J for itF and 
K* production initiated by pp collisions and FNAL data [ 19] for 7T* production initiated by np 
collisions can be fitted by the form (3) whose parametric values are displayed in the Table 2.
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The adopted inelastic cross-sections iorpp and up interactions tire 35 mb and 22 mb, respectively. 
The Q-G plasma correction of Z-factors have been made by using the form
Z ,A, =0.79 Z a , +0.21
p i t  p i t
(1 - P) ZA , +p z A,
p K ~  p n
(13)
The parametric values of the fitting constants C and // of the relation (3) for hadron 
production cross sections for i f  and K* initiated b> pp and np collisions are given m Table 2.
The Z-factors are corrected for p-air collisions using the methodology of Minorikawa 
and Mitsui [23) and is shown in the table 111. The detail of the procedure is discussed in our 
earlier work [6]. We have adopted the constant values of &p„llir and a K -(i{r cross-sections as 
273 mb and 213 mb, respectively from the observations of Bo/iev el al. [30].
Table 3 shows the estimated spectrum weighted moments Zhj for different inclusive 
reactions hp —> #* AT for hadron production in air as obtained from CERN [181 for pp interaction 
and FNAL119] for T&p experiments duly corrected for p-air collisions by adopting the procedure
[23].
The upper estimates arc Z factors corrected for p-air and lower estimates are for A-A 
collisions estimated from the relation (13):
T ab le  3. The estim ated  Z-factors
?  , *  . 7  /  , 7  7  /  7  Z
hi t>R f>k fik /r' tr n n n n n n
p -a ir 0 0451 0 .0 3 1 4 6  0 0 0 3 7 2  0 .0 0 2 1 6  0 0 9 4 9  0 .0 3 8 5  0 .0 3 4 8  0 .0 9 3 4
A-A 0 0 4 4 4  0 0321 0 0 0 3 6  0 .0 0 2 2  0 0 9 1 9  0 .0 4 1 2  0 0 3 7 8  0 0 9 0 7
Using the relations (7)-(l 1), Z-factors from Table 3 and the conventional parametric 
values given in Table 4, the ratio of muon fluxes obtained from kaon decay to that obtained 
from pion decay has been plotted in Figure 2. At 1 TcV the ratio is about 0.2. The plot indicates 
that the intensity of muons from kaon decay increases considerably with energy.
F ig u re  2. The terms and . represent the (luxes o f muons obtained trom  the decay of 
pions and kaons in the atm osphere derived from the relations (7) and (8), respectively. The
term is the respective ratio o f the fluxes o f m uons
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Taking Xp = 85 g-cm 2, Ap = 110 g-cm 2 (he other adopted parametric values arc displayed 
in Tabic 4.
T ab ic  4. A dopted param etric values
/ Xt g-cm 2 / t H t G eV A t
n 120 0 7 8 6 2 4 118 1 1904 0 71 6 7
K 150 0  52 852 1 344 7 0 4 9 9 4
E (GeV)
F ig u re  3. A com parison o f the derived muon energy spectrum  in the vertical direction with 
the m agnetic spectrograph results •  M UTRON [31| . □  DEIS (32] , V DESY (Dau e t a !  
[33]). A M oscow  University Group [34] , o M ARS Durham  [35]
Full curve (in the Figure 3) is the vertical sea level muon energy spectrum derived from 
the non-prompt meson decay.
The directly measured magnetic spectrograph data of different authors [30-34] is found 
comparable to our derived muon energy spccturm calculated from the all nucleon spectrum 
through non-prompt meson production and as a consequence those are treated as the parents 
responsible for muon production.
In our earlier observation [36] it is found that the contribution of prompt mesons to 
muon flux is almost negligible below lOTcV muon energy and for that reason we have neglected 
their contribution to moderate energy muon flux in the present derivation.
4. Conclusion
The vertical sea level muon energy spectrum has been derived from the latest all primary 
nucleon spectrum using CERN and FNAL accelerator data on the meson production cross- 
section fitted to Feynman scaling model and standard meson atmospheric diffusion equation. 
The derived result is supported by the magnetic spectrograph muon intensity data available 
from MARS, DEIS, MUTRON and Moscow University experiments. It is also observed that the 
muon flux obtained from the decay of pions is much higher than that obtained from kaon decay. 
The ratio of the fluxes of muons from the decay of kaons to muons pions is found to increase 
with energy and beyond 100 GeV the contribution of kaons to total muon flux is considerable
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in comparison to that available from pion decay muons. The contribution of prompt muon to 
muon flux is neglected due their poor contribution to moderately energetic muon fluxes.
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